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Let K be an algebraic number field. We say thatf(x) E K[x] is K-adequate 
if there exists a K-division ring D (i.e., a finite-dimensional division algebra 
central over K) and a: E D such thatf(a) = 0. In [3] it was determined which 
of the pure polynomials X” - a, a E Q, are Q-adequate where Q is the field 
of rational numbers, In particular, not every pure polynomial in Q[x] is 
Q-adequate. We asked in [3] whether criteria may be developed to determine 
which pure polynomials are K-adequate for an arbitrary number field K. 
In this note we determine a necessary and sufficient condition on K in order 
for every pure polynomial in K[x] to be K-adequate. Our main result is the 
following: 
THEOREM. Let K be an algebraic number jield. Then evesy pure polynomial 
.w” - a, a E K, is K-adequate if and only if 1/-1 E K. 
In case l/ri $ K, the minimal culprits which are not K-adequate are 
identified as polynomials of the form J% + b2, b E K. We show for any 
algebraic number field K that the pure polynomials A? - a are K-adequate 
when m is odd. We conclude by showing that x8 + 4 is Q-adequate but not 
Q( $Z)-adequate; thus, the analog of [3, Lemma 1 l] does not hold in general. 
For the convenience of the reader we will state several lemmas which have 
immediate analogs in [3]; these will be used frequently in the proof of the above 
theorem. If g is a prime of K, we denote the completion of K at g by Kg. 
If L is a finite extension of K, then L is called K-adequate ifL can be embedded 
in a K-division ring; for an elaboration of this concept, see [5]. 
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LEMMA 1. Let L be a Jinite extension of K of prime pawn degree, and let 
f(x) E K[x] be th e monk irreducible polynomial satis$ed by a primitive elemerrt 
for L over K. Then L is K-adequate ;f and only if there exist two primes 17~ 
and t)e of K such that f (x) is irreducible in both Ka,[x] and KJx]. 
Proof. The “if” part of the lemma follows from the proof of Lemma I 
of [3]. Conversely, suppose L is K-adequate. By Propositions 2.1 and 2.2 of 
[5], there is a K-division ring D of index p” = [L : K] containing L as a 
maximal subfield. Since the sum of the invariants of D is O(mod 1) we must 
have two local indices of L over K equal to p’ [2, pp. 117-1191. Thus f (x) is 
irreducible in KJx] for at least two primes 1) of K. 
LEMMA 2. Let F be a field and m an integer, m > 2. Let a EF? a f 0. 
Assume that for all prime numbers p such that p 1 m we have a $ FY, arid [f 4 1 m, 
then a $ - 4F”. Then xm - a is irreducible in F[xJ. 
Proof. See [4, pp. 2211. 
LEMMA 3. Let n be a ratioRa1 integer and suppose x4 + II’?: is irredzlcible in 
K[x]. ThenL = K(&%, l/2n) is the splittkgjeld of’x* + np over K. If g is a31 
extension to L of a prime t) of K and [I9 : Kn] = 4, then 1) j 2 01’ 9 divides some 
rational prime factor of n. 
Proof. This result is implicit in the proofs of Lemmas 12 and 13 of [3]. 
LEMMA 4. Let f(x) = xmmp - a, a E K, (m, h) = 1, fi(x) = x’” - a, 
f2(x) = xk - a, afzd suppose that fi(x), fl(x), alzd f (x) are irreducible in K[x]. 
<ffi(x) and,fA(x) are K-adequate, then so is f (x). 
Pyoof~ This result is proved by imitating the proof of Lemma 4 of [3], 
Proof of the thewem. Suppose x” - a is K-adequate for all a E K and all 
natural numbers m. In particular, X* + 4p2 is K-adequate for every rational 
prime p. K contains only finitely many quadratic subfields; so there exist 
infinitely many primes p such that p = l(mod 8) and ds $ K, x/‘-p $ K. 
Suppose 9 + 4p2 were irreducible in K[x] for such a prime p. By Lemmas 1 
and 4 we would have [L9 : KJ = 4, where L = K(\/--l, dj), B is an 
extension of r) to L, and either 1) j 2 or 9 1 p. But d’j E Qz since p E l(mod 8), 
and ~‘q cQp sincep E l(mod 4) [6, Corollary 3-l-51. Thus[L9 : Ku] < 4 
for all primes 1) of K; it follows that xf + 4p2 . 1s reducible in K[x] for infinitely 
many primes p. By Lemma 2 we have either 4~’ E -K2 or 4p2 E 4Ka. If 
4~~ E 4K4, then pc 5 K2; so dj E K or 2/--p E K. This is not the case 
because of our choice of p; so 4p2 = -d*, d E K. Thus .t/q E K as was to 
be proved. 
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Conversely, suppose \m E K. Let p be prime and suppose .vph - a is 
irreducible in K[x], a E K. To show that xPs - a is K-adequate, it is enough, 
by Lemma 1, to show that .t*p’ - a is irreducible in K,[x] for two primes 
y of K. Suppose this were not the case. By Lemma 2, we conclude that for 
almost all primes I) of K, we have a E K,” if p odd or, for p = 2, either 
a E K,” or a E -4K,“. But if, for some 9, a E -4K04, then a E (2d--1)2 KQ4; 
so a E Kq2. Thus, a E KDP for almost all primes r) of K. It follows from 
[l, p. 961 that a E KP. But then, 3cps - a would be reducible in K[x], a contra- 
diction. This together with Lemma 2, establishes the K-adequacy of irre- 
ducible polynomials of prime power degree. 
Now let a E K. We prove that s”$ - a is K-adequate by induction on m. 
Since 1/z E K, we have a E -4Kd 3 a E K2. If m is a prime power we are 
finished by the argument above. We assume first that xm - a is reducible. 
Then, by Lemma 2, we have m = nk and a = b12 for some b E K. Thus, 
xm - a = (x6 - b)(~o-l)~ + ...). Since xm - a will be K-adequate if X~ - b 
is, we are finished by the induction assumption. 
We may then assume that x Pa - a is irreducible and m is not a prime 
power. Then, m = p%, p a prime, (p”, u) = 1, and xp’ - a, xU - a are 
K-adequate by induction. Since x vz - a is irreducible in K[x], so are xP8 - a 
and xU - a, by Lemma 2. The K-adequacy of x” - a now follows from 
Lemma 4. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
Some threads in the above argument can be isolated for special attention. 
In particular, we have: 
PROPOSITION 1. Let k be an algebraic number jield and a E K. If m is odd, 
then xnb - a is K-adequate. 
Proof. If x* - a is reducible, then a = 6”, where m = nk and b E K. 
Then, x7” - a = (A+’ - b)(x’+l)” + . ..). Since xm - a is K-adequate if 
A+ - b is, the usual induction argument reduces us to the case where m = ps, 
p an odd prime, and a $ K’. By [l, p. 961 we have xY8 - a is irreducible in 
K&x] for infinitely many primes g of K. Thus XP’ - a is K-adequate by 
Lemma 1, and the Proposition is proved. 
The proof of Proposition 1 fails for m even because we need to make a 
special analysis in case a E --4Kg4 for various primes g of K. We have shown 
in fact that 1/-l 4 K 3 infinitely many polynomials of type “z+ + 4p2, p a 
rational prime, p = l(mod 8), are not K-adequate. For these polynomials 
we have p E Kg2 or pr - 4K4 for all primes g of K, thus [l, p. 961 does not 
apply. However, we can salvage an analog of Proposition 1 which generalizes 
Lemma 16 of [3]. 
PROPOSITION 2. If b $ K2, b $ - 4K4, then x2” - b is K-adequate for all 
integers s o x4 - b is K-adequate. 
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Proof. By Lemma 2, x P - b is irreducible for all s. Since xs - b is always 
K-adequate, we may assume s >, 2. Assume xi - b is K-adequate. Then by 
Lemmas 1 and 2 we have b $ KgB, b $ - 4Kg4 for at least two primes g of K. 
At these same primes, xaJ - b is irreducible for all integers s; it follows that 
& - b is K-adequate by Lemma 1. 
Proposition 2 identifies the polynomials of form 9 - b as the pivotal 
“minimal criminals” among nonadequate pure polynomials. 
The behavior of the polynomials xps + 4~9, c E K, are far more complicated. 
It was proved in [3] that all of these polynomials are Q-adequate when c E Q; 
the argument there yields the same result if S n Q’(t) = 2, where 6 is a 
primitive 2”-th root of unity over Q. In general, however, the polynomials 
x 2s + 46” are not K-adequate, as the following example shows: 
EXAMPLE 1. The polynomial 9 + 4 is not K-adequate when K = Q(v’?). 
Proof. Let L be the splitting field of X8 + 4 over Q. We have (*).~a + 4 = 
fx* + 2~~ + 2)(x” - 2x” + 2); let a: be a root of the first factor. Then 
L = Q(oI, e), where 6 is a primitive S-th root of unity. It was proved in [3: 
Lemma 1 I] that the Galois group of L over Q, viewed as a permutation group 
on the 8 roots of 2c8 + 4, contains a product of two disjoint 4-cycles. In 
particular, Q(a) f Q(E) since Gal(Q(E),O) has no element of order 4. Also, 
Q(a) contains Q(v-1) since 01~ = 52 &i. Thus, [L : Q] = 8, and so 
[L : Q(&)] = 4. Both factors in (*) are irreducible over Q(y”2) since 
Q(a, v/z) = L. Direct computations show the discriminant of L over 
K = 0(\/‘2) is a power of 2; hence the only prime that ramifies from k’ toL 
is the unique prime over 2. Thus, by the usual arguments, to show 9 + 4 
is not K-adequate, it is enough to show that Gal(L / K) is the Klein 4-group. 
Let u E G = Gal(L / K). Then u(t) = [ or t-1 since D fixes Q(&) and 
o / Q(E) E Gal(Q(&Q(&‘)). If ~(5) = E-‘, let m(a) = [‘a. Then ae(,) = 
t-‘(ea) = a 3 CT~ = 1. Thus every element of Gal(L j K) has order 1 or 2; 
so Gal& 1 K) is Klein 4. 
We note that the above provides an example of a Q-adequate polynomial 
which is not Q(&)-adequate. In fact it can be shown that there are infinitely 
many algebraic number fields K &J which 9 f 4 is not K-adequate. For 
example, all of the fields Q($2)(s > 1) have this property. Another 
example of this phenomenon is provided by the polynomial 9 + 9; it is 
_O-adequare by [3], but not Q(&)-adequate by similar arguments. 
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